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Chapter 1

Introduction to 
Philosophy

PHILOSOPHY

The theory of science makes heavy use of concepts developed within the 
general su b jec tm a tte r called “ philosophy ̂ A lth o u g h  philosophy and 
philosophers have been around in W estern civilization for over 2000 
years, there still is not total agreement about what does and what does not 
precisely constitute philosophy. The term “philosophy” is found to be 
used for such mundane things as, say, Joe N am ath’s “philosophy of the 
forward pass” or Nelson Rockefeller’s “philosophy of investm ent.” But 
at the same time, the term is also used to include more exotic ideas such 
as Jean Paul Sartre’s “philosophy of fiausea” or Albert Einstein’s 
“philosophy of relativity.” However, even across this wide diversity of 
uses we can see a common thread: Philosophy seems to refer to the 
underlying set of reasons and c o n c e p t^  that
theoretical foundations, of some activity this interpretation, M ary’s 
or Bill’s “philosophy of living” would be her or his ultimate set of 
concepts, the theory about how life was to be lived, about its purpose, its 
origin, and so on. In what follows I intend generally to preserve this
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underlying meaning of the term, although I will modify its use somewhat, 
according to the following definition: Philosophy is that ultimate system 
of concepts which people refer to in explanations of the events and 
occurrences of their lives.w
~Let~me give an example of what I mean here, and at the same time 

introduce you to a new distinction. Let us suppose that we have taken a 
time machine trip back into ancient Greece. Further, suppose we are 
observing a parent and child out walking together, when a sudden 
lightning stroke and its accompanying thunderclap occur. The child asks, 
as children are wont to do, “W hat’s that?” The parent answers, “Light
ning and thunder.” This response illustrates the first level of explanation. 
That is, when one is asked “W hat’s that?” one simply answers by giving 
the name of the item in question. But children, like philosophers (or vice 
versa), are often unsatisfied with simply knowing the names of the 
occurrences in question. Children almost invariably push their questions 
ever more deeply into the issue at hand, it is this depth which eventually 
reveals the underlying philosophy of the person being questioned. Thus, 
we observe the child continuing to interrogate his parent. After having the 
names “thunder” and “lightning” explained to him, the child now asks, 
“But what are thunder and lightning?” The parent, with a bit of 
exasperation, answers, “Well, they are movements of the upper air.” The 
child, again unsatisfied with the explanation even though this response 
has gone to a second, deeper level, asks further, “But what sets off the 
m ovem ents?” The even more exasperated parent now answers, “The 
gods are having a quarrel and hurling magic bolts at one another. T hat’s 
what causes the air to m ove.” But the child, again unsatisfied, asks 
“W hy?” once more. At this point the out-of-patience parent answers 
only: “I don’t know. I guess it’s just because, that’s w hy.”

The point at which the ancient Greek parent in our situation (or any 
other person being questioned in similar circumstances) cannot com e u p 
with further underlying concepts of explanation is the point which reveals 
the_st-aFt'ing-“point.„<?f J h e  philosophy of the culture. Once an “I don’t 
know . . . just because” is reached, reflection and further thought will 
begin to work out a philosophy. Thus, the “I don’t know” occurs at the 
level of philosophy’s first beginning. We see here in this particular 
example that there are three levels of explanation: first, the level on which 
merely the names of the events are given; second, the level which gives an 
immediate explanation of the events named, namely, “movements of the 
a ir” ; and finally, the ‘Ultimate philosophical level. These three are layered 
together to make the total explanation. The^fexpIanatioii>terminates, after 
reflection and thought have produced them, in philosophical concepts, 
that is, concepts which are fundamental in the sense that they can be 
produced only at the level of, “I don’t know. I guess i t ’s just because, 
th a t’s w hy.”
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and thus reveal different philosophies. For example, let us tune in on 
another parent and child situation, again with attendant thunder and 
lightning. This time, however, we are observing a modern situation. After 
being told the names of the occurrences, the child of course asks, “But 
what are thunder and lightning?” The parent tells her daughter, “They 
are various kinds of movements in the air.” The child, unsatisfied as 
usual, asks “But what sets off the m ovem ents?” The mother, who is a 
physicist, explains further, “The clouds and the earth have different 
charges, and when the difference in charge gets too great, they come 
together. The coming together is the lightning, and the air is so agitated by 
the lightning that it produces the thunder. T hat’s what sets off the 
m ovem ents.” The child is still not satisfied. She again asks for an 
explanation: “But why are there different charges?” At this point the 
mother is exasperated and can only answer, “I don’t know. I guess it’s 
just because, th a t’s w hy.”

Here again we find a series of requests for an ever deeper explana
tion. And again the explanation terminates in an ultimate set of concepts, 
which can only be terminated by, “I don’t know. I guess it’s just because, 
th a t’s w hy.” Philosophy is simply this uItimate level of concepts, the 
concepts which, in both exampIesTToflow reflection at the level of the “ I 
don’t know. I guess it’s just because, that’s w hy” response. The role of 
the philosophical element in the two sets of explanations is logically 
identical, even though hundreds of human generations separate the 
individuals concerned.

But even given the identical logical role of the philosophical con
cepts, there are differences in the two explanations. The Greek explana
tion term inated in philosophical concepts which did not refer to everyday, 
observable, experiential objects and events of the natural world. Gods, to 
put it bluntly, are supernatural; they are not elements of the natural world 
in the same way that thunderclaps and air movements are.
S On the other hand, electrical charges on clouds and earth are natural, 

observable events in a way in which gods are not. We distinguish between 
the two different types of philosophical concepts represented here in the 
two examples by calling the one type “naturalistic” and the other type 
‘ ‘nonnaturalistic. ’ ’

The distinction between naturalistic and nonnaturalistic is not the 
same distinction as that between “old-fashioned” and “m odem .” For 
example, we find naturalistic explanations in the philosophy of Aristotle 
in ancient Greece; and it is easy to imagine our modern parent going one 
step further in her explanation. When asked about the reason for the 
difference in electrical charges, she might respond, “Because that’s the 
way God wanted it to be .” Clearly this last step is a nonnaturalistic 
explanation.
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The distinction between the two types of philosophical systems is not 
terribly difficult to see. Other examples of the difference come fairly 
easily to mind. Consider someone ill with a fever. One culture might 
ultimately explain the fever in terms of some identifiable bacteria which 
were found in the water supply. Another culture might respond to a 
request for explanation of the fever in terms of a spirit or devil which had 
come to inhabit the sick individual. A third culture might blend both sorts 
of ideas. But ultimately, no m atter how many levels are gone through, no 
m atter how elaborate the explanation is, it must term inate in some 
ultimate response. There always must be the “Just because, that’s why” 
answer to the questioner. And it is at that level that the culture reveals its 
philosophy.

However, after saying all this, I do not want to give you the 
impression that it is always possible to make an absolutely clear-cut 
distinction between “naturalistic” and “nonnaturalistic” when it comes to 
some actual cases. For instance, some societies have used explanations 
which appear to be sort of halfway between the two poles. Thus, we might 
find “demigods” functioning in explanations; these creatures are con
ceived to be halfway between heaven and earth. At other times, various 
cultures have used both types of explanation at one and the same time. 
Here we would notice that the nonnaturalistic concept and the naturalistic 
concept were operating in parallel. But even given these complicated 
situations, the distinction between “naturalistic” and “nonnaturalistic” is 
a valuable one which we can (and will) use to clarify some of these 
otherwise messy situations.

The relevance of all this to the theory of science is fairly straightfor
ward. Science is (and has been) considered by most of its investigators to 
be a community of individuals engaged in similar and related activities of 
inquiry Tit is clear Ithaf there are some difficulties with this conception, but 
it seems to me to be so valuable that I must use it in spite of the problems 
with defining precisely how science is a community of inquirers. You 
should be able now to see the implication of all this discussion about 
philosophy: Insofar as science is itself a community of inquirers, then it 
must necessarily have a philosophy, just like any other group of people 
asking questions. I believe that this is true, and I hope to be able to 
convince you of the same. I am not claiming here, in my notion of a 
“com m unity,” that there are not disagreements, and we will spend quite a 
bit of time analyzing some of them. But I want to emphasize to you that 
these disagreements are philosophical conflicts—conflicts, among other 
things, in regard to ultimate kinds of explanatory ideas, ideas which lie 
just on the edge of the abyss of the “Just because, that’s w hy” response. 
Let me now begin to introduce you to some more details about the 
terminology and notions of philosophy.
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METAPHYSICS

The collected works of Aristotle are divided into discussions about 
various subjects. There are books about meteorology, logic, biology, 
physics, ethics, and so on. The book which immediately follows the book 
about physics is called “M etaphysics,” meaning “after physics.” This 
book is a study of the various kinds of things which may be said to 
ultimately exist. In his research, Aristotle analyzes all those things which 
both his ancestors and his contem poraries had declared to be ultimately 
real, including gods, m atter, spirit, fire, and atoms. Aristotle accepts 
certain of these findings, rejects others, and discovers concepts of his 
own. Two of his concepts, “m atter ” (the stuff of which something is 
made) and “foprn” (the pattern or arrangements of the stuff), persist today 
in many philosophical systems, including that of the Roman Catholic 
Church. But the importance of A ristotle’s work for our present topic is 
that the name “m etaphysics” came to be used for any and all attem pts to 
answer the question, “W hat are the fundamentally real objects of the 
universe?”

An enormous range of possible answers can be given to this question. 
Many different answers in fact have been given in human history. A clear 
division between two types of answers can be made in the terms 
introduced in the preceding section. That is, the question, “What objects 
are ultimately real?” may be answered naturalistically or nonnaturalist- 
ically. Thus, “divine spirits” might be held to be ultimately real in a 
philosophy which is nonnaturalistic. On the other hand, “material ob
jects” might be held to be ultimately real within a naturalistic philosophy.

But naturalistic philosophies can also differ from one another. Some 
of the im portant disagreements between scientists have occurred because 
of different beliefs regarding alternative naturalistic answers to the 
metaphysical question. One significant example of such a conflict oc
curred early in the era of modern science, during the period a .d . 1700— 
1715. The scene of the controversy ranged across Europe and England. 
The m ajor participants were two philosopher/scientists, Gottfried Leibniz 
on the Continent and Isaac Newton in England. Leibniz and Newton had 
both been independently involved in the creation of the mathematical 
technique known as the calculus. Calculus involves analysis of things like 
velocity and acceleration over smaller and smaller intervals of space and 
time, until the mathematical difference between two succeeding intervals 
tends toward zero, that is, toward an infinitesimally smaj] difference. The 
value of the technique results from the fact that precision grows as the 
interval of difference shrinks. Each of the two scientists had done his own 
independent work on the new technique, and had found various experi
ments which allowed interpretation in terms of the calculus. But in
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general, the two men tended toward significantly different interpretations 
of the meaning and significance of the technique of the calculus.

Newton believed that the success of the calculus dem onstrated that 
the universe was ultimately composed of infinitesimally small point- 
masses, i.e., objects or particles (“atom s”) which were vanishingly small, 
and which had vanishingly small m ass.1 Moreover, he also believed that 
the very large objects of the universe could be approached in terms of 
their point-masses. For example, Newton demonstrated that the gravita
tional centers of the planets and sun were point-masses which corre
sponded to the infinitesimals of the calculus. By this way of conceiving 
things, he was able to dem onstrate the accuracy of his theory of universal 
gravitation. His theory, for the first time in history, allowed highly 
accurate predictions about the orbital trajectories of the planets and 
satellites. The quantitative success of N ew ton’s theory far surpassed that 
of any of his predecessors or contem poraries; in large amount, it was this 
which vaulted the particulate or 1 ‘atomi stic” metaphysics into theJore- 
front of scientific philosophy. Thus, following in the footsteps of his 
scientific/philosophical predecessors, Thomas Hobbes and Robert Boyle, 
Newton publicly adopted the metaphysics of atomism, and proclaimed a 
belief that the ultimate objects of the un iverse, the objects which 
underlay and constituted our everyday objects such as tables and chairs, 
were infinitesimally small, round, hard entities which were called, using 
the terminology of the ancient Greek philosophers, atoms. It was these 
objects which Newton conceived to correspond to the mathematical 
objects he knew as infinitesimals. Thus, in his view, his mathematical 
depiction of reality corresponded to reality itself, since both reality and its 
mathematical depiction contained infinitesimally small objects. A New
tonian explanation, then, for something such as light rays and their 
behavior, would involve the resolution of the observable properties of the 
light rays (for example, their intensity and direction) into properties of 
their underlying constituent particles. Using this conception, Newton 
hypothesized that reflection of light off a mirror was in reality the 
bouncing of a large number of tiny light particles from the surface. In the 
final analysis, the atomistic metaphysics requires that explanations of all 
of our everyday objects are to be resolved into their constituent parts, the 
particles or atoms which underlie them. Thus, in the Newtonian philoso
phy, the answer to the metaphysical question “What objects are ultimate
ly real?” is the familiar one: “Ajipms, or fundamental particles, are the 
ultimate objects of the u n iv e r s e /^

Although N ew ton’s metaphysics has endured in large part into our 
own day and age, it is not without competition today, nor was it without

5Sir Isaac Newton, Opticks (New York: Dover Publications, Inc., 1952), query 31, p.
400.
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competition even in N ew ton’s own time. L eibniz, and others of his 
Continental colleagues, felt that Newton had m isinterpreted the opera
tions of the calculus. Leibniz believed that the process of taking smaller 
and smaller intervals implied that there was no least-small interval; thus, 
he believed that there did not exist any lower limit to how small a space or 
a time might be. To him, it seemed that N ew ton’s belief in fundamental 
particles involved the idea that there was some least-small piece of space 
and m atter, namely, the atom itself. Leibniz argued that, if atoms existed, 
then they themselves, just like the infinitesimal mathematical objects of 
the calculus, must be capable of being divided, at least in our minds. This 
implies that atoms are not really ultimate, but rather, that the parts of 
atoms, the chunks into which we have divided them, are in fact really 
ultimate. M oreover, the chunks themselves may be subdivided, and so on 
ad infinitum. For this reason, Leibniz denied that there were any 
least-small objects in the world; in other words, he denied that there were 
any ultimate particles, or atoms.

But obviously Leibpiz and his colleagues must have had some belief 
about the ultimate stun  of the universe, besides merely denying that 
N ew ton’s conception was correct. In fact, Leibniz held a belief which has 
persisted with increasing value into our own day.2 He believed that 
ordinary, observable objects were not divisible into ultimate parts but 
rather, that ordinary ob jects were the manifestation of underlying collec
tions of forces. M oreover, these forces, although they had centers, were 
extended in volumes of influence throughout the entire universe. In later 
works, these volumes of force came to be called “fields” by men such as 
Michael Faraday and Albert Einstein. Leibniz thus denied N ew ton’s 
atomistic conception of material objects, in favor of a notion of forces 
extending throughout space in fields. The fi§ys, of course, unlike the 
atoms, could be infinitely subdivided.

We see in this conflict between Leibniz and Newton a metaphysical 
disagreement about what are the ultimately real objects in the universe. 
Newton believes that we can continuously subdivide material objects 
until we reach some fundamental level of particles. Leibniz, on the other 
hand, believes that we can continue forever to subdivide material objects 
and that we will never reach an end of the division process because m atter 
is not divided into particles, but rather, is the result of the interplay of 
fields of force.

A fundamental metaphysical disagreement such as this is bound to 
have ramifications for other aspects of the sciences concerned. This 
becam e immediately obvious in the case of Leibniz and Newton. Leib
n iz’s metaphysics proved to be more conducive to theories involving

2See George Gale, “Leibniz and Some Aspects of Field Dynamics / ’ in Studia 
Leibnitiana, vol. VI, no. I (1974), p. 28.
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dynamics and energy. Thus, his own scientific work culminated in the 
proposal that vis viva (the force notion which later developed into our 
modern idea of kinetic energy = 112 mv'-) was always conserved in the 
universe. M oreover, field phenomena such as electricity and magnetism 
came to be more at home within metaphysical systems similar to that of 
Leibniz. On the other hand, N ew ton’s metaphysics also had its benefici
aries. For example, kinetic theories such as the kinetic theory of 
gases—in which the gas is taken to be composed of large numbers of 
infinitesimally small particles—found a comfortable conceptual welcome 
within the atomistic ideas favored by Newton and his colleagues.

In contem porary science we still find die strains and tensions 
between these two fundamentally opposed metaphysical views.3 Thus, in 
a peculiar way, the question whether light is a wave or a particle can be 
referred back to the conflict between Leibniz and Newton over which 
metaphysics was more appropriate to physics. It can be seen from this 
example that metaphysical questions are significant ones for science and 
for the scientists who are attempting to push their conceptions beyond 
what is familiar and into new zones of the natural world. In later chapters 
I will introduce you to several other metaphysical puzzles.

EPISTEMOLOGY

When people disagree philosophically, they do not always disagree about 
metaphysics. Instead they might disagree about epistemology. This term 
refers to what has been called’ TWeory"’( ^  it comes
down to is this: If there can be thought to be different kinds of ultimate 
objects in the universe, then there must be different ways of coming to 
know these objects. A simple example might make my point more clearly. 
Consider two persons, one a naturalist philosopher and the other a 
nonnaturalist philosopher. The metaphysical system of the first person 
concludes with the belief that material objects, such as atoms or force 
fields or energy packets, are ultimately real. The metaphysical system of 
the second person concludes with the belief that a personal God is 
ultimately real. These divergent metaphysical beliefs necessarily imply 
differences in belief about how human beings can best come to know and 
understand the fundam ental metaphysical obiectfs). The naturalist., for 
example, since the ultimate objects are natural ones, believeTthat the 
natural processes of seeing, hearing, touching— in short, the natural 
processes of sensation and perception—are the proper routes toward 
knowledge of the ultimate objects.

:,See George Gale, “Forces and Particles: Concepts Again in Conflict” in Journal o f  
College Science Teaching, vol. Ill, no. 1 (October 1973), p. 29.
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The nonnaturalist, on the other hand, believes in an object which 
transcends everyday sensation and perception. Thus, knowledge of God 
must come from some process other than seeing, hearing, touching, etc. 
In some cases in history, this transcendent process has been one of 
m editation; in others it has involved personal dialogue via miracles, and 
so on. But the particular methodology is not what is important here; what 
is im portant is simply to notice that just as people differ in their 
m etaphysics, they can and usually do differ in regard to what they 
consider the most appropriate method for knowing and comprehending 
the objects implied by their metaphysical beliefs. Thus, epistemological 
differences go hand in hand with metaphysical differences"

One m ajor epistemological divergence has been present in science 
since the time of the classical Greek scientists Pythagoras and Aristotle. 
Among other things, Pythagoras strongly believed that pure mathematical 
thought would produce knowledge about the natural world. Aristotle, on 
the other hand, believed that scientific knowledge in biology, for example, 
would come through careful observation of actual specimens. Although 
neither of these men held views terribly similar to the views of modern 
scientists, still the emphases I note here exemplify a real difference in 
belief. Thus, the divergence in views exhibited in these two m en’s 
epistemologies can still be found today among major scientists. Let me 
just give one example.

The typical modern view about scientific methods, a view we are all 
familiar with, is that the scientist first sets up an experiment; second, 
observes what occurs in the experiment; third, reaches a preliminary 
hypothesis to describe the occurrence; fourth, runs further experiments 
to test the hypothesis; and finally, corrects or modifies the hypothesis in 
light of the results of the extended experimental test. This interpretation 
of scientific method has been a popular one, and indeed, it has been the 
orthodox interpretation in American methodology courses for several 
decades. Versions roughly similar to the one I outline here can be found 
even in textbooks used in elementary schools. Although this seems a 
purely modern view, its history is longer than you might expect. As I 
noted, a roughly parallel proposal that scientific knowledge was to be 
gained only through^observation can be found in Aristotle ’s discussions of 
biological science. But the significant modern statem ent of this view was 
made first in the writing of Francis Bitgpn (c. 1620).4 Bacon announced to 
the general public details of the “new experimental philosophy” which 
had been coming into use in the work of European scientists, most 
particularly Galileo. Although Galileo himself had described the require-

'Francis Bacon, “Novum Organum,” in J. M. Robertson (ed.), Philosophical Works, 
after the text and translation of R. L. Ellis and J. Spedding (London: 1904).
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ments of the new experimental epistemology, his works at this time were 
not immediately accessible to the general intellectual culture, especially in 
England. Bacon’s role in this case was that of a promulgator. H e argued 
that the value of the new kind of knowledge was great, especially in terms 
of its practical effects. Knowledge is power, Bacon claimed, power to 
make human life easier and more comfortable.

The experimental epistemology soon came into great favor among 
many philosophers both on the Continent and in England. The Baconian 
metHoafcam'e to be called induction ; that is, experiment was thought to 
induce data fit for generalization^One mainstream of modern philosophy 
developed around the central idea that knowledge could come only from 
strict observation of empirical situations. This philosophical position was 
called empiricism, and in its strictest formulation (similar to that proposed 
by the philosopher David Hum e), it considers scientific knowledge to be 
wholly and entirely limited to descriptions—observation statem ents, 
generalizations, and the like—which are developed from pure sensory 
experience. On this view, the scientist is limited to describing only what 
can be observed with the eyes, ears, nose, and so on. According to 
another philosopher, George B erkeley, the empiricist position in philoso
phy also has an attendent metaphysics: Something can be said to be real, 
to actually exist, only if it is an observable type of object or event. If an 
object or event cannot be conceived to be observable under any circum
stances, then that object or event cannot be counted among the existent 
entities of the universe.

It is interesting that the empiricist position first developed an 
epistemology, a theory about what was to count as knowledge, and then 
went on to develop a metaphysical position which was consistent with its 
epistemology. Thus, the requirements for scientific knowledge acted as 
constraints upon the permissible metaphysical beliefs. Empiricism, or 
something similar to it, is still a healthy philosophical position among 
many of today’s scientists. In particular, ̂ among this group of empiri
cists, the method of induction is afforded a central role as the only ap
propriate means which science can use to reach real knowledge. This 
stricture upon scientific method is especially evident among the Anglo- 
American social and behavioral scientists. Behaviorism, the epistemologi- 
cal view propounded by the American psychologists W atson and Skinner, 
although modified a great deal, is quite recognizable as a latter-day 
descendant of the modern empiricist epistemology initiated three and a 
half centuries ago by Bacon.

E mpiricist epistemology in general, ami induction in particular^ is 
not, however, the only'alternafive theory of scientific knowledge. Another 
position, called rationalism , developed in competition with empiricism. 
Empiricism developed from the initial view that the human sensory
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system was the only legitimate starting point for scientific knowledge. In 
this view, it would not'"be""stretching things too fa r 'to  claim that, in a 
fundamental sense, the “experim ent” (human experience) happened first, 
and scientific knowledge was distilled, induced as it were, from the 
experiment. But rationalism also developed in the emerging context of 
modern experimental science. Just as empiricism was one possible 
response, one possible construction of an epistemology congruent with 
modern experimental science, so rationalism was another. Rationalism, 
however, ended up with a quite different view of the role of experiment 
than did empiricism.

Rationalism acquired its name because it chose to emphasize the 
human mental power of reason (ratio  in Latin), rather than the human 
mental power of empirical sensation, as did the empiricists. Rationalist 
scientists believed that it was possible, by pure unaided reason, first, to 
conceive and comprehend certain very general features of the universe, 
and then, from these conceptions, to deduce mathematically a description 
of what the actual empirical world was like, prior to any experiment. The 
role of experiment, in this interpretation of scientific m ethod, would be as 
a decision procedure for testing between alternative deduced results. If 
one reasoned mathematically and came to the conclusion that a' would be 
the actual situation in the world, then an experim ent could be designed to 
check whether or not * really did occur.

Rationalism might sound strange to the modern educated mind. The 
strangeness has two reasons, as I understand the situation. In the first 
place, empiricismjind! rationalism are opposed beliefs about the appropri
ate method to reach true scientific knowledge. But empiricism of some 
sort is the usual epistemology which our modern educational institution 
places rather dogmatically before the student. Consequently, rationalism 
sounds like a strange and inappropriate epistemology for science accord
ing to anyone who has been dogmatically educated in empiricism. But this 
is only one of the reasons underlying the strangeness of the sound of 
rationalism. There is yet another, namely, that most modern educated 
minds are not now, and have never been, accurately introduced to the 
actual, real-life procedures of the contem porary theoretical (m athemati
cal) scientist. The mathematical scientist, most typified by the theoretical 
physicist (although there are mathematical biologists, psychologists, 
chemists, and so on), follows none other than the rationalist method. But 
since the modern educated mind is not familiar with these sorts of 
contem porary scientists, it is also not familiar with rationalism. In an 
attem pt to introduce you to this alternative epistemology, let me give you 
an example of rationalist science at work.

L eibniz, who was mentioned above in connection with the field 
versus particle metaphysical conflict, is a prime example of a scientist
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who believed, and proclaimed, the rationalist method of reaching scientif
ic knowledge. One particular case of his has assumed the proportions of a 
classic instance of rationalism at work. Leibniz for various reasons 
(including among other things, his belief that God was an able and 
efficient architect) believed that Nature always acted in the optimum 
fashion. H e expressed this belief in the idea that N ature always produced 
the greatest amount of effect for the least amount of expenditure in 
energy. This idea was why he had hypothesized the universal conserva
tion of kinetic energy.

But Leibniz’s belief in the optimality of Nature led to more than this 
very general rule about the physical universe. He went on to postulate 
very fine details about the behavior of physical systems. For example, he 
hypothesized that geometrical optics, the science which mathematically 
describes the paths of light rays as they reflect off surfaces and as they 
bend going through transparent materials, could be done in a rationalistic 
fashion according to the dictate that N ature always followed the optimal 
method in accomplishing her effects.5 H e visualized the following situa
tion. Suppose that there is a light ray originating at point 1, just above the 
mirror, M. Further suppose that you desire to have the light ray end up at 
point 3 after it has bounced off the mirror. (See Fig. 1-1.) The question you 
then ask yourself is: If N ature follows the optimal pathway, what will be 
the location of the bounce point on the surface of the mirror? Empiricist 
epistemologists, of course, would already be frowning; “T hat’s a funny 
question to ask ,” they would say. “Rather than ask it in that form, why 
don’t you just turn on the light source and experiment until you find what 
is the location of the bounce point on the m irror?” But rationalist 
epistemologists would not be deterred by this criticism, since, like

5See George Gale, “Does Leibniz Have a Practical Philosophy of Science?; or, Does 
‘Least-work’ Work?” in Studia Leibnitiana, suppl. 13, 1974, p. 151.

Figure 1-1. Light rays traveling from point 1 to point 3, via a bounce off mirror, M.
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Leibniz, they have a firm belief that human reason can deduce prior to 
experim ent what the location will be, rather than induce it from the data 
after the experiment. In his own case, Leibniz considered the fact that 
there were an infinite number of possible pathways from 1 to 3 via a 
mirror bounce. He pointed out, for example, there was path 1-2-3 and 
path 1—2'’—3 and l-2"-3, and so on, ad infinitum. But he deduced from 
considerations about optimality that the pathway would be 1-2-3, and no 
other in any circumstance. He then tested this prediction via experiment, 
and was shown to be completely correct. The process of deduction which 
he went through is absolutely fascinating. Let me tell you some of the 
details.

In the first place, he noted that path 1 -2 -3  and l-2"-3 are twins to 
one another. That is, their lengths and angles are the same, only the angles 
have been reversed in location. In general, just like these two, all paths 
between points 1 and 3 via the mirror will have identical twins. However, 
there is one_e^ception to this general rule, namely path 1-2-3. This path 
does not have a twin—and it is the single solitary path which does not. 
Leibniz deduced from this fact one of the two reasons why light had to 
take the untwinned path. It is obvious, he claimed, that it takes less 
specific information, less “causality,” for the light ray to take the 
untwinned path, since, for any of the twinned paths, N ature would have 
to build in additional determining factors in order to cause the light ray to 
take just one out of the two absolutely identical twins. Thus, he reasoned, 
for the light ray to take the untwinned path is the optimal outcome, since 
his theory assumes that N ature accomplishes her effects with the simplest 
sort of determining factors. But this reason was not the most compelling 
one he developed. The really significant one, to our minds as well as his, is 
this: The untwinned path is J h e  shortest path between 1 and 3 via the 
mirror. Thus, the light ray gets there fastest, and with the least amount of 
effort and energy, by following the untwinned path. This path, to use a 
modern, and somewhat inappropriate but relevant phrase, is “ the path of 
least resistance.” (Leibniz had a third reason, related to the details of the 
calculus, which need not concern us here.)

It is important to note what is going on in this example. The 
rationalist epistemology has as its central claim the belief that human 
reason, independently of and prior to experim ent, can reach scientific 
knowledge about the natural world. Experimental results are to function 
only as corroborative evidence of the truth and validity of the deductive 
statem ents reached by reason. In this example, Leibniz has deduced a 
prediction about the way the world behaves, and he apparently has 
reached this prediction prior to doing any experiment. Now it is clear that 
there are many fudge-factors built into his deduction. For instance, we 
would want very much to quiz him about his interpretation of the meaning
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of “optimal,” since it is conceivable that this meaning changes when it 
enters new contexts. However, even given Leibniz’s fudge-factors, it is 
clear that there is a marked difference between his view about what is the 
appropriate method for reaching scientific knowledge as compared with 
the view of his empiricist colleagues. Given these kinds of differences in 
epistemology, it is clear that scientists from the opposing camps will tend 
to  set up their experiments somewhat differently and, moreover, will 
reason about their results in a different fashion.

At this point, you might be wondering whether or not there are still 
any practicing rationalists alive. Rigorous empiricism is still alive and well 
in its modern guise, “behaviorism .” Rationalism, as I hinted at the outset 
of this present discussion, is indeed alive and kicking, especially in 
theoretical physics. One especially good example is to be found in the 
work of the British physicist P. A. M. Dirac.6 Early in this century, before 
any experiments had been done to test the highly controversial quantum 
theory, Dirac announced to the world that he had completely accepted the 
basic equation of the theory. D irac’s acceptance dem onstrated that he 
took the theory to be accurate scientific knowledge independent of 
experiment. He gave as his reason for acceptance of the theory the fact 
that he found the equations to be “beautiful” and “aesthetically elegant.” 
The equations appealed directly to his rational mind, which had inspected 
the equations and deduced that they were appropriate descriptions of a 
N ature which was beautiful and (dare I say it?) optimal.

Another modern example can be found in the work of the American 
physicist Archibald W heeler. W heeler has declared his hunch that it may 
be possible to deduce the laws of N ature, that is, to reach ultimate 
scientific knowledge, purely from a mathematical consideration of the 
fundamental laws of formal logic.7 According to his hypothesis, the 
empirical situation can be anticipated and described, prior to actual 
experim ent, through the employment of pure reason. It would be difficult 
to find an example which more clearly exhibits the rationalist alternative 
to  the empiricist view that scientific knowledge comes only after experi
ment and observation.

Perhaps the most delightful example of the contrast between these 
two opposed scientific philosophical views is to be found in an apocryphal 
story told about Albert E instein’s wife. The director of one of the world’s 
largest and most complete experimental laboratories extended to Mrs. 
Einstein an invitation to tour their site. She came one day, and was 
escorted through acre after acre of huge, complicated, and obviously

°P. A. M. Dirac, “The Evolution of the Physicist’s Picture of Nature,” Scientific 
American, May 1963, p. 45.

7J. A. Wheeler, C. W. Misner, and K. S. Thorne, Gravitation (San Francisco: W. H. 
Freeman, 1973), p. 1212.
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expensive high-energy equipment. After the tour, the director approached 
her, and said “This equipment, then, is what we are using to unlock the 
secrets of nature.” To this Mrs. Einstein replied, in a rather puzzled 
fashion, “But that is what my husband does too, unlocks the secrets of 
nature. But he does it with a pencil on the back of an envelope!”

In my view neither empiricism nor rationalism offers a completely 
adequate position for science. I am led to this view especially by 
consideration of the possibility that some of the various sciences are in 
principle different from one another, and thus might require different 
epistemologies. But we will hold off on discussion of this point until later. 
However, it at least should be clear from the present discussion that 
epistemological questions can and in fact must be raised within science. 
The question “How can we achieve scientific knowledge about the real 
objects of this w orld?” is a live and abiding issue for the scientist.

LOGIC

Logic is the set of answers to the philosophical question “Is the pattern of 
reasoning under consideration a correct one?” There are many aspects of 
patterns of reasoning which are subject to the scrutiny of logicians. For 
example, they can investigate whether or not the reasoning committed 
any fallacies, or whether it is valid, or sound, or whether it is inductive or 
deductive, and so on. The logician can be interested in any specimen of 
reasoning, no m atter whether it occurs in a legal context, or an economic 
context, or in the context of campaigning for an election, or in the context 
of a scientific argument.

Logicians have been particularly interested in the reasoning of 
scientists ever since Aristotle first proposed a system of formal logic. 
With that proposal, it became clear that scientific procedure raises some 
im portant problems, and that those problems must be solved as part of the 
process of answering the epistemological question “What counts as 
scientific knowledge?” In Chapter 2 I will lay out some of the details 
necessary for a precise application of logical concepts in the theory of 
science. But first I will describe just one general example of the type of 
philosophic problem at issue. This way, you can at least become familiar 
with the flavor of logical problems before we get down to precise details 
in the next chapter. The case I am going to describe is a fascinating one, 
and one which can make nearly any scientist or science teacher just a tiny 
bit nervous.

Since the middle of the last century, it has been generally believed 
that nature conserves energy on a universal scale (indeed, the roots of this 
belief go all the way back to the time of Leibniz). For example, if two cars 
run into each other, the energy that each contains, the energy of mass in
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motion, does not disappear in the collision. Rather, it is converted into the 
stresses and strains of the bent metal, as well as the heat which has been 
lost to the surrounding environment. In a similar fashion, all energy 
reactions are understood to be nothing more than transform ations of one 
kind of energy into another. Thus the chemical energy bound up in 
gasoline is converted to the energy of heat plus the force of the moving 
piston, when the gasoline is combusted in the cylinder of an engine. 
Similar conservation laws are true for other kinds of systems; for 
instance, it is generally held that mass is not lost in any kind of reaction, 
unless it be transform ed into pure energy as described according to 
E instein’s famous equation, e -  me-. The usual statem ent in contempo
rary science is, “Mass and energy are conserved in all physical interac
tions.” The consequences of this statem ent for science are extremely 
broad in scope. One especially significant consequence is that mathemati
cal equations have come to be a central means of our descriptions of 
observed physical occurrences. It is clearly the case that if we did not 
believe that mass and energy were conserved, it would not be so easy and 
natural to conceive of physical, biological, chemical, and other interac
tions in terms of equations. The French historian of science Emile 
M eyerson has traced the consequences of our belief in the conservation 
lawsTand specifically shows how in many cases the data came to be 
arranged in equational form, long before it accurately reflected a mathe
matical equivalence.8 His ultimate conclusion was that our use of 
equations is strongly linked to our belief in the conservation laws. This 
conclusion follows from the notion that equations describe balanced 
situations, that is, situations in which the interactions are merely rear
rangements or transform ations. Thus, use of an equation is congruent 
with the notion that the quantities are conserved from one side to the 
other of the formula.

Obviously, the conservation laws form a fundamental and essential 
part of science according to this analysis. Science as we know it simply 
would not exist if the conservation laws were not believed to be true. But 
as always, the philosopher must ask questions about procedure. In this 
case, we must ask the scientist a logical question: “What is the proof of 
the truth of the conservation laws? Since you believe that the conserva
tion laws are true, then there must be some proof, some logical pattern of 
evidence which backs up your belief. Indicate the logic of your proof.”

The typical response to this question will have been encountered by 
nearly all of us somewhere along the line in our education. In my own 
case, I can well remember the day in my ninth-grade science class when 
someone asked the teacher “But how do we know that mass is conserved

sEmile Meyerson, Identity and Reality (New  York: Dover Publications, Inc., 1962).
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in that chemical reaction?” The case in point had been a dem onstration in 
which sulfuric acid was poured into a beaker of table sugar, a vigorous 
reaction ensued, and after all the heat and smoke subsided, a chunk of 
apparently pure carbon remained in the beaker. When asked the question 
about mass conservation, the teacher readily set up a simple, logical 
proof. H e did the dem onstration once again, but this time he did it on top 
of a scale. H e weighed the reactants prior to the reaction, and then 
weighed them  again after it was all over. The weight before was identical 
to the weight after; ergo, mass was conserved. As I soon found out, the 
dem onstration was not entirely straight. For example, it was obvious that 
some steam vapor had escaped during the reaction, thus carrying off a 
small but observable part of the reaction’s mass. Clearly, if the instructor 
had borrowed the high-quality balance used in the eleventh-grade chemis
try classes, we would have noticed the weight difference between before 
and after. I am not accusing my teacher of deception, but . . .  I am sure 
his motives were good ones, even if he did use a cheap balance.

But let us suppose that we are setting up a similar experiment to 
attem pt proof of the mass-energy conservation laws. This time, however, 
we can stipulate that the experiment will be set up in such a way that 
absolutely no energy and no mass can escape from the experimental 
setup. For example, suppose that the reaction will take place in the box S, 
which is placed upon the balance scale M (see Fig. l-2a). S, the 
experimental system, will be constantly measured by the measuring 
device M, throughout the reaction. M, by hypothesis, is as accurate as we 
can make it using contem porary techniques. W hat happens when we run 
the reaction? The prediction is that, if conservation is true, then, if S 
really is tight, and M really is accurateTthe dialTeading of M will not 
change during the reaction. And when we in fact run the experiment, 
presto! the dial on M does not change. Ergo, we have proved the 
conservation of mass-energy, right? Wrong. The proof contains a vicious 
logical error, one which vitiates the entire result of the experiment.

Figure 1-2a. Reacting system S, mea
sured by scale system M.
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Consider M: Just what is a balance device? There are many sorts, but 
most of them consist of some sort of mechanism which strains against the 
object which is to be measured. Thus, a coiled spring, or a twisted beam, 
is set up in such a way that it exerts its potential force against the system 
which is to be measured. The difference between the spring or beam 
potential force before it encounters the measured system and the spring or 
beam potential force after it encounters the measured system is what 
shows up as the dial reading. Thus, what the dial indicates is a difference 
between two forces—the before and after forces—within the m easure
ment device itself. What I am going to say .has probably already occurred 
to you, but I will say it anyway: the dial reading which we get from M can 
be taken to be accurate only if the law of conservation of mass-energy is 
true for M within itself while we are using it to measure _S. To see this, just 
suppose for instance that the internal energy state of M decreased during 
the interaction. This would be like saying that the spring force potential 
weakened during the m easurement. But if this happened, then if S lost 
energy during its reaction, the dial of M would still be stationary. Thus, in 
this example, although the experiment apparently proves conservation 
because the dial does not move, conservation in fact is not demonstrated. 
The point is that, in order to prove that the law of conservation of 
mass-energy is true for S, we must first assume (not prove) it to b e  tm e for 
the device M .

Of course we could observe whether or not M conserved energy- 
mass by enclosing it in another, larger, tight box S', and putting S' onto 
another measuring device M '. (See Fig. l-2b.) If we carried out the 
reaction in S, and M' stayed constant, energy-mass would be conserved in 
the system S '—and thus in M and S as well. But here is the kicker: The 
same problem would arise again, namely, S ' is proved to be energy-mass 
conservative only if the measuring device M' can be taken to be 
energy-mass conservative. It is obvious that we could go on enlarging the 
measured system, going to S " and S '"  and so on until the system included 
the whole universe, Su. The question “Is the universe energy-mass 
conservative?” cannot be answered unless there is some measuring 
device which can measure the whole universe—and of course, even in 
that case, we would still have to assume, not prove, that the universal Mu 
conserved mass-energy, which would require a and so on.

There is a logical pattern here which contains a fallacy. The fallacy is 
called “begging the question,” and it occurs whenever an argument, or 
proof, is offered as an answer to a demand, but the proof itself assumes, 
and does not prove, the very answer to the demand. Thus, in the case 
above, the question “Is energy conserved?” is apparently answered by 
demonstrating that energy is conserved in the system S. Thus, if energy is 
conserved in S, then it is conserved in the universe. However, as our
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Figure 1-2b. System S', which contains systems S and M, is measured by scale 
system M'.

closer examination showed, energy-mass is proved to be conserved in S 
only if it is assumed  to be conserved in measuring device M. And so on. 
Thus, any experimental proof of the conservation laws depends upon first 
assuming the truth of the conservation laws. Consequently, any proof of 
the conservation laws begs the question whether or not the conservation 
laws are true.

There is no way around the logical error we are discussing. It simply 
cannot be proved via experiment that nature is in fact conservative of 
mass and energy. Although this might very well be somewhat disconcert
ing to you, it probably should not be. Rather, it should alert you to the 
point I made earlier, namely, that science is a lot different from what it is 
usually taught to be. But this difference does not mean that science is 
useless, or false, or hypocritical, etc. It simply means that it is different 
than you have been taught. For example, although valid logical proofs of 
the conservation laws cannot be given via experiment, other kinds of
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arguments can be given. One, for example, is the simple-minded one that, 
“Science depends upon the conservation law; science works; therefore, 
the conservation laws are accurate.” I do not think too much of this 
particular argument. Better arguments can be given; we will see some of 
them later, in the discussio.i of Lavoisier in Chapter 5.

At this point, I hope that you have a somewhat better feel fo r what a 
logical issue in science is. Logical issues concern the m ethods and 
patterns which are used in reaching scientific knowledge. In fact, as I shall 
indicate in Chapter 2, some logical patterns of reasoning can afford 
absolute guarantees about our reasoning. This point alone should suffice 
to show the significance of logical elements in the theory of science.

SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER READING

The Encyclopedia o f Philosophy, Paul Edwards (ed.) (New York: M ac
millan, 1972), is an especially useful source for general philosophical 
information. For example, the articles under “Empiricism” and “Ration
alism” are excellent introductions to  these subjects. It is also possible to 
find articles under philosopher’s names, for example Leibniz and Bacon. 
Very general articles, such as “Logic” and “Epistemology,” are also of 
some use.

One specific topic in Chapter 1 has been discussed many times, and 
may be of some interest to you. This concerns the debate over the logical 
and metaphysical problems in the atoms versus forces case. Probably the 
best sustained discussion of this issue is the relatively unknown but 
excellent essay by the Cincinnati jurist J. B. Stallo, The Concepts and 
Theories o f Modern Physics (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 
1960). A more recent account of the controversy can be found in Rom 
H arre, The Principles o f  Scientific Thinking (Chicago: University of 
Chicago Press, 1970), especially chaps. 10 and 11.


